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EST’S DRUG AND ALCOHOL POLICY - ZERO TOLERANCE
The possession, consumption, trafficking and sale of alcohol and/or drug substances aboard is strictly prohibited during the seafarers’ employment agreement. All Company’s seafarers are subject to testing and screening for drugs and alcohol abuse. The Master
has the authority to carry out an alcohol test whenever he suspects that a seafarer is under alcohol influence.

i Sister Ships MT Energy Athena
and MT Energy Ariadne at STX
Shipyard
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Any seafarer not complying with the Company’s Drug and Alcohol Policy shall be dismissed immediately and shall not be rerecruited on-board the Company’s ships.
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s we have already announced MT Energy Athena and MT Energy
through our newsletter, EST’s Ariadne will join EST Fleet within

newbuilding program is in full March and April 2021 respectively.
swing and within the next two months we We look forward to welcoming
will be taking delivery of another two MR2 these two ladies to our fleet of high
quality vessels.

tanker ships.
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DryBMS:
Standard for Operational Excellence
volved parties to be safe, secure and environmentally aware – both on board
and ashore.
During a recent informative webinar that
was carried out on Wednesday 17th February 2021, Intercargo members had the
opportunity to get a meaningful insight
into the background and future aspirations of this important management tool.
The Dry Bulk Management Standard is a
set of resources for ship managers to use
to self-assess and improve their performance. It contains guidance on how to
conduct self-assessments and specific

E

subject areas in which each focus on an
nterprises Shipping & Trading S.A. has always been a

area of ship management.

pioneer and has been leading developments in the

As a first step, current activity and prac-

maritime field for over 40 years. Our involvement in

tice in each Subject Area is captured in

the development of the DryBMS standard since its inception

order to assess how well a company is

up to its release highlight the company’s intention to raise

performing against a set of standards.

safety standards across the whole industry, providing a
benchmark for maritime excellence. The DryBMS helps all in-

The subject area self-assessment criteria
set out what good practice looks like and
how

to

evaluate

perfor-

mance by assessing each
expectation of your company’s practice against these
good practice criteria.
With this in mind, the organisation

can

then

decide

what actions must be taken
to either maintain good current

practice

or

improve

practice.
The release of the final version of the DryBMS is expected later within 2021.
kg
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What’s New in the QHSEMS?
Tankers QHSEMS

Bulkers QHSEMS

1. ESTSA 101 “Ship Shore Safety Checklist” version 0.2
2. ESTSA 203 “Pre-arrival Conference Checklist” version 0.2
3. ESTSA 235 “Loading Info Exchange”- version 0.2
4. ESTSA 243 “Discharging Info Exchange”version 0.2
5. WIM, Part III, Section B, Navigation-version 0.6

1. WIM, Section G “Shorebased Contingency Plan” version 0.3

New Uploads (Tankers):
▪
▪

ESTSA 607 CHEM “Medicine Chest Inventory”
WHO Update on SARS CoV 2 Virus mutations
and variants (COVID 19 Management Plan)

New Uploads (Bulkers):
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Alora - IHM Manual (Green Passport)
Form 1127 MFAG “Medicine Chest Inventory”
COVID 19 “How to Deal with Laundry”
COVID 19 “Practice Food Safety”
COVID 19 “Protecting everyone during ship visits”
COVID 19 “Shipboard Care”
WHO Update on SARS CoV 2 Virus mutations and
variants (COVID 19)

We take this opportunity to remind you that any feedback, suggestions for revisions or QHSEMS improvement are more than welcome and can be submitted to the QHSE department through a DCR (NavDynamics o DM Library o New Change Request) or via the Master’s Review.

A

Digital Signed Certificates !
fter the Isle of Man Ship Registry, the Baha-

QR code reader (available in app stores).

mas Maritime Authority has also become

3. Verify an e-certificate using the certificate refer-

one of the flag states that supports the issu-

ence number by entering the unique tracking

ance of digital certificates to the vessels. As such,

number at the online verification system.

most vessel’s certificates will be issued in digital for-

It is anticipated that the transition to digital certifi-

mat from now on.

cates will bring the following benefits:

Each electronic certificate contains a Quick Response (QR) code to facilitate the verification process. Relevant parties seeking to verify the authen-

▪

a ship within minutes
▪

world
▪

1. Verify an e-certificate using the verification link in
the pdf. The result will be shown immediately on the
verification website.

Cost - digital certificates will take away the
need to courier original documents around the

ticity and validity of electronic certificates can do
so by following one of the below ways:

Speed – an original certificate can be onboard

Security – each certificate will have dual means
of verification/validation

▪

The Environment – less paper and fewer courier
packages

2. Verify an e-certificate by scanning the QR code.
When the e-certificate is printed, it can be verified

Original hardcopy certificates that were previously

by scanning the QR code on the document using a

issued shall remain valid and be carried on board
till such time the electronic
certificates are available on
board.
sz
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“Near Miss Rewarding” Program

W

e are pleased to announce the seafarers entitled to $100.00
reward this month.
Key to this is to reward diligent crew members who contrib-

ute in a responsible manner to their own safety and that of their fellow
workers.
M/T Energy Panther, Second Officer Ilya Mikhel

x

M/T Energy Progress, 2nd Officer Shovkun Stanislav

x

M/V Heroic Striker, Chief Officer S. Kalovsky

U N S AF E C O N D I T I O N

U N S AF E C O N D I T I O N

U N S AF E C O N D I T I O N

x

Hazard:
Use of a monkey fi st on heavi ng
lines that contain heavy weights

Risk:
Serious injury or a fatality

Correction:
The monkey fi st was re placed by
another one made by rope only.

Hazard:
Vi s i t o r (L o a d i n g M a s t e r ) o n b o a r d
not wearing his face mask

Risk:

S p r e a d C O VI D - 1 9 v i r u s t o t h e
entire crew

Correction:

The visitor was instructed to wear
h i s m a s k a s p e r C O VI D - 1 9 o u t break management plan

Hazard:
Pins sticking out from the surface after replacing the safety
belts inside the FFLB

Risk:
Body I njury

Correction:
Pins were cut off.
Ar e a s s h o u l d b e p r o p e r l y i n spected after repairs.

sz
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e would like to thank
Deck Hand, Oliver N.
Nicano of mv Furious for

providing us this Best Practice. As al-

ready mentioned in previous issues
the value of implementing “Best
Practices” that can improve safety
standards onboard or simplify our
daily performance is of great importance especially, when they address matters related to chaotic processes or dangerous work spaces.

During vessel stay in port for cargo operation-loading/ discharging

Of even greater importance is to

or any other related port activities- the crew must follow preventive

share them with the rest of the

measures as per EST’s “COVID 19 Outbreak Management Plan”.

fleet. As such, we are looking forward to receiving your “Best Prac-

The use of a face mask and face shield is essential! However,

tice” that you are implementing

when wearing this protective gear it is hard to identify each other

onboard through the Near Miss

because of the protective gear.

software.
The crew on mv Furious had marked their ranks in front of each
Keep in mind that the company

crew member's safety helmet. By marking their ranks on the hel-

rewards every month, the four

met, the crew can easily recognize each other, but can also main-

most meaningful near misses / best

tain the best hygiene results without mixing up with each other

practices.

their PPE.
sz

“IDEA” Program: Constantia,
Energy Patri ot, Energy Progress,
Panther Max - Thank You!
We would like to thank once again the crew of the following
vessels for submitting the last three months their IDEA as well
as the Captains for supporting them to do so:

BEFORE

x

M/V CONSTANTIA

x

M/T ENERGY PATRIOT

x

M/T ENERGY PROGRESS

x

M/V PANTHER MAX

For those who are about to submit their ideas, please check
sz
our issue 133 for more information.
sz
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Fatigue Risk Management - Part II
n the previous issue of EST Newsletter we defined fatigue as the “lack of mental alert-

monitor control measures for effectiveness.
6.

Ensure shipboard living conditions (e.g. living

ness, or drowsiness, arising from lack of sleep.

space, accommodation temperature, mattress-

It does not include effects of physical effort, expo

es and pillows, black out curtains) are well main-

-sure to heat, or stress, etc.”

tained.

After presenting the warning signs of fatigue,
which include moodiness, poor decision making,
slow responses, clumsiness, reduced situational
awareness, poor coordination, headaches and
dizziness, we saw some tips to seafarers on man-

7.

and keep crew engaged.
8.

tigue management by reviewing what the ship-

9.

1.

Include any lessons learned relating to fatigue in safety meetings.

2.

Provide fatigue and sleep information to
crews, provide formal fatigue training.

3.

Increase crew understanding of the longterm consequences of fatigue.

4.

Encourage self-reporting of fatigue.

5.

Actively manage fatigue risk; track and

Schedule watch-keeping practices and duties
so that seafarers are able to adequately rest/
sleep.

10.

Give crew sufficient time to recover from fatigue, e.g. don’t plan extra crew activities unless

management team can do to manage fatigue:
Do’s for the ship management team

Schedule drills in a proper manner to minimize
the disturbance of rest/sleep periods.

aging fatigue.
In this issue, we will remain on the subject of fa-

If possible, rotate jobs to break up monotony

required for statutory reasons or reduce short
term overtime requirements.
11.

Allow crew members ‘the authority to stop’
when fatigued and to report to their lead.

Work and rest regulations:
It is helpful to know the hours of work and rest regulations, including maximum hours of work and minimum
hours of rest in the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC
2006), since these requirements are designed to protect against prolonged working hours and hence a
way

of

managing

wake and sleep behavior.
If your work schedule
means you are often
unable

to

get

the

rest/sleep you need,
tell your supervising
officer. If you feel unable to discuss this
onboard,
company’s

use
lines

communication
advise the

the
of
and

Crewing

Director or the DPA.
Source: maritimewellbeing.com
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Promoting Safety On Board - STAY SAFE...
he Near Misses and Best Practices that are received monthly from our ships provide a wealth of
safety related information and lessons learnt. Not all can be published in this edition but will be
used in future issues. Thank you for your participation!

In this month’s issue, the contributors are:

2nd Off S. Shokun of MT Energy Progress
2nd Off A. Shatukha of MT Energy Champion
Chief Off. O. Korniyenko of MV Colossus
Deck hand P. M. Camarillo of MV Taurus
N. Kovalenko of MT Energy Apollo

OS Romjeff L. Sorongon of MV Constantia
2nd Eng. I. Gerasimov of MV Divinus
Chief Off. N. Gridin of MT Energy Centurion
2nd Off. A. Gakaev of MT Energy Triumph
Chief Off. A. Kirichenko of MT Energy Challenger

LIFEBOATS: UNSAFE CONDITIONS

What happened: Some packs of
emergency food were found in bad
condition, the vacuum had failed.

What happened: During weekly inspection, wet rags were found at the
lifeboat entrance. The rags were forgotten there after routine cleaning.

What happened: IMO signs
and instructions at FWD liferafts station were found
damaged.

BEST PRACTICE

UNSAFE CONDITION
What
happened:
A drain
plug from
the deck
mooring
winch
was
found not
in place.
Hazard:
Environmental
Pollution

What happened:
On the forward mooring station, at both isolation
valves for chain washing, the closing devices were
installed outwards posing a serious hazard of injury
to personnel walking by,
In order to prevent such an incident, the Bosun remade and turned the spooling pieces inwards.
Continue in page 8
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continued from page 7 ”Promoting Safety On Board - STAY SAFE…”

UNSAFE CONDITIONS: TRIPPING HAZARDS

What happened (above):
During work at separator’s room, the oiler reported that the
lower part of the stainless steel cover of the entrance door
frame was not properly secured.

What happened (right):
The bridge stairway anti-slip matting had been detached
from its screwed position.

UNSAFE CONDITION

UNSAFE CONDITION
DEFECT
What happened:
During routine
inspection of the
laundry room,
the iron was in
contact with the
blanket and not
placed on its
special ironing
board.
Hazard: Fire Hazard

What happened:
During a safety
round, dirty water was spilled on
the galley floor
and remained
there due to
clogged scuppers.
Hazard: Health
Hazard

What happened: The upper
platform of port accommodation ladder was corroded due
to heavy rust.
kg
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Ships with Zero PSC Deficiencies
No. Ship

We would like to congratulate the following Vessels & Crews for the
successful PSC Inspections!

Captain

Date

Port

Country

1

Energy Progress

Vitaly Khomchenko

02/02/2021 Mejillones

CHILE

2

Warrior

Ryszard Wozniak

21/02/2021 San Pedro

IVORY COAST

IMPORTANT REMINDER!
During an Internal Audit the following
finding was observed:
Official Log Book and List of Crew were
opened on 16 August 2019 and
were not closed after 12 months period
IOM requires when the Official Log Book and List of Crew are
closed a new Official Log Book and List of Crew must be
opened on the same day up to a maximum period of 12
months.
All persons who have not already signed the “List of Crew”
must do so in section (b) of the final column. The master must
ensure that all boxes have completed as necessary .
The Masters and Safety Officers are kindly instructed to check
vessel’s Official log books to ensure compliance with flag
state relevant requirements.

sz
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Mooring Management Requirement updates for
Port Hedland

M

ooring line failures / parted mooring line
incidents pose a significant risk to personnel, infrastructure, and operations in the

port. Over the past few years, a significant number of
mooring line incidents were reported in the Port of
Port Hedland. These form approximately 20% of all
marine incidents in the Port.
In this regard, BHP issued new updates for the Port
Hedland Mooring Management Standard which sets
out the revised mandatory mooring requirements,
that will apply to all vessels calling at the BHP Port
Hedland Terminal and the crew on board from 1 July
2021, along with details of an incentive program for
the adoption of new mooring line technology.
Port Hedland’s Marine Safety Bulletin 01/21 refers to
Mooring Line and Mooring Systems Management:
1. Contributing factors to failure
a. Parting of a mooring line occurs when it is placed
under extreme loads due to environmental factors
(large tidal range, strong winds, etc.), passing vessel
interactions, loading conditions (ballast vs fully laden,
vessel’s trim), insufficient monitoring and tending of
mooring lines.
b. In certain instances, mooring lines have parted at
loads well below their rated minimum breaking load
(MBL) and in the absence of any vessel interaction.
Contributing factors to the early failure of lines can
be the age, material, quality and condition of the

line, conditions that it has been exposed to during
use (abrasion, chafing, sharp angles, shock loads).
2. Mooring line condition/standards
It has been noted that, there are some operators
who do not have a replacement policy in place
and have been observed to change out mooring
lines only when the lines part or deteriorate significantly.
Recommendations:
a. A Line Management Plan (LMP) or similar,
should be implemented by ship operators on their
vessel to check for wear and damage, and to apply a trained and consistent approach in identifying early indications of a potential mooring line
failure.
b. A mooring line management plan (LMP) should
define the intervals for end-for-end changes and
replacement criteria for mooring lines.
Procurement of mooring lines
a. New mooring lines should be procured only
from suppliers who provide the proper manufacturer’s certification. This would mitigate the risk of
sub-standard mooring lines being put in service,
which may result in mooring line incidents.
b. Size and strength of mooring lines should correspond to the EN number for the vessel, assigned
by the shipyard / Class at the time of new build.
Over-size and Over- strength mooring lines provide
a risk to the mooring winch operation.

kg
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Tokyo MOU Launched Guidance on Remote PSC
Inspections

T

he TOKYO MOU has recognized that the

is at the discretion of the port State Authority

COVID-19 pandemic has caused enormous

in accordance with the existing inspection

impact on its activities in various aspects, in-

regime but not decided on requesting basis

cluding a notable decrease of the number of inspec-

from the ship’s side. It would not be mandat-

tions due to restrictions of ship-shore interaction.

ed for a ship to receive a remote PSC inspection. A remote PSC inspection would be

Recognizing the necessity and importance of main-

carried out upon mutual agreement be-

taining PSC activities under the pandemic circum-

tween the port State Authority and the ship.

stance, the Port State Control Committee of the Tokyo MOU at its 31st meeting (virtual) decided to

i

Remote PSC inspections would be applied

launch remote PSC inspections as a practical alter-

only for initial inspection in principle. Howev-

native in the interim, where and when a normal phys-

er, it does not preclude that a port State Au-

ical PSC inspection not feasible.

thority may conduct more detailed inspection and/or order detention during the re-

Although a remote PSC inspection may not be as

mote PSC inspection in accordance with

fully effective as a physical PSC inspection, it would

their national legislation, the technical ca-

be the preferred option which could minimize the risk

pabilities of the ship and the port concerned

for both PSCOs and crew onboard. In this context, a

and other relevant circumstances.

guidance on remote PSC inspection has been developed and adopted in order to facilitate member Au-

i

A ship would not be subject a repeated/

thorities and PSCOs to carry out remote PSC inspec-

consecutive remote PSC inspection general-

tions in the effective and harmonized manner.

ly. Record/report of remote PSC inspection

Remote PSC inspection scheme will be implemented
in accordance with the following guiding principles
and procedures:
i

Selection of a ship for a remote PSC inspection

would be distinguished from reports of normal physical inspection in the APCIS database
Remote PSC inspection will be launched as from 1
April 2021.

kg
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EMSA: Overview of COVID-19 Impact on
Shipping Industry

I

t is known that the COVID-19 oubreak has nega-

were 49,908 ship calls. The number of calls de-

tively affected global shipping and many others

creased by 6% in comparison with 2019.

sectors. Following the situation, European Mari-

time Safety Agency issued a report to analyse the

Table 1 shows the number of ship calls per month

impact of the pandemic on certain shipping activi-

in 2019, 2020 and 2021 and the trends between

ties by analysing vessel traffic data.

2020 and 2019 and between 2021 and 2019. It has
been decided to use year 2019 as a reference

According to EMSA, the report is based on solid ves-

since it was the last year without COVID-19 in Eu-

sel movements statistics showing the port call trends

rope.

without interpreting the statistical data. In fact, EMSA
focuses mainly on EU ports and EU flagged ships, but

As explained, the significant decrease in the num-

there are also statistics about the shipping routes

ber of ship calls began in week 12 (16-22 March

from Europe to China and from Europe to the US

2020). This was the week after the WHO declared

have been affected.

the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic on 12 March
2020.

As explained, during January 2019, there were 53,035
ship calls at EU ports, and in January 2021 there

"The COVID-19 outbreak is affecting the lives and
work of people in the EU and all across the globe.
Since the start of the pandemic, the Commission,
the Member States and the shipping industry have
been taking measures to ensure the continuity of
operations and thus the security of supply".

Source: safety4sea
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Vessel with 130 tonnes of oil Runs Aground
off Mauritius

A

Chinese-flagged fishing vessel, carrying 16
crew members and 130 tonnes of oil

pumping fuel from the trawler was the top priority.

onboard, has run aground off Mauritius,

Floating lines meant to contain spills have been de-

causing a minor oil spill.

ployed 300 metres (1,000ft) from the coast, but

It is the second shipwreck in less than a year off Mauritius, after a tanker struck a reef in July and leaked

some local people reported already seeing traces
of oil on shore.

1,000 tonnes of fuel in the country's worst environmen- In light of the above, Ministry of Fisheries launched
tal disaster in history.
a preliminary investigation into the circumstances in
According to South China Morning Post, the fishing
trawler "Lurong Yuan Yu" run aground on 7 March

which the trawler Lu Rong Yuan Yu 588 ran
aground on the reefs at Pointe-aux-Sables.

2021, off Pointe-aux-Sables, not far from the Mauritian To remind, the incident followed July’s accident of
capital, Port Louis.
the MV Wakashio, when bulk carrier that struck a
Following the ship's sinking, all 16 crew members, including 14 Chinese nationals, were evacuated by
helicopter.
For the record, the ship reportedly contains about 130
tonnes of oil, while a Mauritian official said that

coral reef off Mauritius and began spilling oil,
prompting the government to announce a state of
environmental emergency.
https://safety4sea.com
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‘I Care a Lot.’ Movie Review

he savage, dark thriller
tears along at breakneck
speed with double and
triple crosses galore.
The full stop at the end of I Care a
Lot., suggests there is nothing
more to say on the topic. One
can almost hear Rosamund Pike
as Marla Grayson ferociously using
the full stop to quell any timid
questions from weak-minded people. We first meet Marla in a blood
-red dress with a sleek helmet of
blond hair gently yet firmly showing a worried Feldstrom (Macon
Blair) the error of his ways.
Feldstrom is upset that he is not allowed to meet his
mother in the retirement home selected by Marla, the
court-appointed guardian. In court, Marla explains
that she only stepped in to save Feldstrom’s mother
from herself and she sold some of his mother’s assets
to ensure the best care for her.
As the movie progresses, we realise Marla and her girlfriend, Fran (Eiza González), have a sweet scam going. When Dr. Amos (Alicia Witt) tips them off about
elderly, rich patients, Marla swoops in and gets herself
appointed their legal guardian. She puts them in a
retirement facility, cuts off their contact with the outside world and sells off their assets and pockets the
money.
Everyone is in on the scheme from the doctor to the
director of the retirement facility. Judge Lomax (Isiah
Whitlock Jr.) does not seem to be corrupt, his sin
seems to be that of being very easily swayed—Marla
can be very convincing.
Everything seems to be going happily for all on this
particularly juicy gravy train until Amos tells Marla
about a particularly alluring mark.

Jennifer Peterson (Dianne Wiest) is single, retired,
has no relatives, is financially comfortable and
lives in a beautiful house. Everything looks perfect
and Marla moves in. She proves Jennifer is incapable of taking care of herself, gets appointed
Jennifer’s legal guardian and sends her off to the
retirement home.
And then everything comes apart as Jennifer
does not seem to be the helpless old lady she appeared to be and when a scary Russian Mafia
boss, Roman Lunyov (Peter Dinklage) begins to
take interest in Jennifer, Marla and Fran seem in
over their heads.
The savage, dark thriller tears along at breakneck
speed with double and triple crosses galore. Pike
and Dinklage are well-matched adversaries. The
scam sounds eminently doable and is a sharp
comment on consumerism and greed. The ending
is just a little bit of a cop out, but the movie as a
whole is enjoyable, full stop.
Director: J Blakeson
Cast: Rosamund Pike, Peter Dinklage, Eiza González, Chris Messina, Dianne Wiest, Isiah Whitlock
Jr., Macon Blair, Alicia Witt, Damian Young
Story line: A con-woman picks the wrong mark
Run time: 118 minutes
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Philippines’ Own Vaccine Plant
in the Works

17

Filipino-owned company is putting
up a multibillion-peso facility that
will manufacture the “next gener-

ation” coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19)
vaccine. Giovanni Alingog, chief executive
officer of Glovax Biotech Corp., aims to
build a production plant either in Subic in
Zambales or Clark in Pampanga. Glovax
was the first company to distribute the vaccine for the AH1N1 or the swine flu that
swept the country in 2010. Alingog said his
goal was to develop the country’s “nextgeneration Covid vaccine” that would be
effective against new strains of the virus.
The vaccine Glovax will produce, is the EuCorVac-19,
developed by the United States-based Pop Biotechnologies and produced by its Korean partners Eubiologics and LG Chem. EuCorVac-19 would be effective
against Covid-19’s new strains, Alingog said. He
shared that his company wanted the Philippines to be
self-sufficient when it came to vaccine supplies. That
will eliminate the present concerns about delays in the
delivery of the foreign-made vaccines.
Vaccine makers tend to supply their host countries
and the rich states first, “that is why it is very timely that
we are suggesting to have a local vaccine plant,”
Alingog said.
A local vaccine plant would also boost the country’s
economy, he noted. Once the plant is fully operational, Glovax can produce 40 million doses of EuCorVac19.
Alingog said Glovax plans to partner with the Philippine government in building the vaccine plant, and
that the Department of Science and Technology was
keen on the proposal. He also welcomed the idea of
the government taking a minority stake in the project
to ensure long-term viability. Alingog is confident the

Department of Science and Technology Undersecretary for Research and Development Rowena
Cristina Guevara confirmed that discussions with
Glovax were ongoing. She said the pandemic
highlighted the need for the country to ensure a
steady source of vaccines, so building a local
vaccine plant is a welcome development. She
added that it would take a partnership of the government, academe and industry to develop and
manufacture vaccines, and the government,
through the Board of Investments, can help ventures like Glovax.
The passage of the Accelerated Recovery and
Investments Stimulus for the Economy (Arise) and
the Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for
Enterprises Act (Create) can push the country
closer to its objective to develop its own vaccine
manufacturing facility.
“The Arise intends to provide grants on manufacturing, research and development, prototyping,
certifications and other processes undertaken by
manufacturers involving the production of Covid19 goods, including vaccines, while the Create

provides stimulus packages for enterprises engagvaccine plant will become a legacy of the administra- ing in similar activities,” Guevara said.
tion of President Rodrigo Duterte in the fight against
rg
the coronavirus pandemic.
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COVID-19: Brazil records more than 2,000 daily
deaths for first time as infections soar and hospitals 'reach the limit'

more than 160,000 residents to flee as radiation
spewed into the air. The world's worst nuclear disaster since Chernobyl and the tremor have left surviBrazil has recorded more than 2,000 coronavirus
deaths in a day for the first time as a more contagious variant spreads through the country and some
hospitals near breaking point.
Brazil has the second-highest number of COVID-

vors struggling to overcome the grief of losing families and towns to the waves.
The government has spent about 32.1 trillion yen to
rebuild the region, but areas around the Fukushima
plant remain off-limits.

related deaths in the world - more than 270,000 but less than 5% of people have been vaccinated.

Meghan reveals she 'didn't want to be alive an-

It also recorded 79,876 new cases on Wednesday,

ymore' in bombshell interview with Oprah Win-

with the seven-day average of more than 69,000

frey

the highest since the pandemic began.

Meghan, Duchess of Sussex, said in a bombshell in-

Intensive care demand is beyond capacity in some

terview with Oprah Winfrey that her life as a British

regions.

royal was so isolating and lonely at one point she

In southern Santa Catarina state more than 400

"didn't want to be alive anymore".

people were waiting for an ICU bed, and in Rio

In her first public comments since she and her hus-

Grande do Sul capacity was at 106%.

Japan tsunami: Ceremony held to remember
deaths and devastation caused by huge earth-

band Prince Harry announced their plans to step
back from senior roles in the British royal family, Meghan described herself as the victim of an image-

quake 10 years ago
Around 20,000 people died when huge waves triggered by the 9.0 magnitude quake crashed into the
north-eastern coast.
Japan's prime minister has said the government will
continue to help rebuild the lives of people affected by the country's devastating earthquake and
tsunami 10 years ago.
Most of the casualties came when huge waves triggered by the 9.0 magnitude quake crashed into the

obsessed Buckingham Palace, which weighed in on

north-eastern coast.

everything from how dark her son Archie's skin color

In Miyagi prefecture, the tsunami swept as far as

would be to how often she went to lunch with

6km inland. The coastline impacted by the tsunami

friends.

stretches for about 400km. The surge in water crip-

The TV special was highly anticipated because Harry

pled the Fukushima Dai-chi power plant, forcing

and Meghan are now allowed to speak more freely
Continue on page 19
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continued from page 18

tion and utilisation of the moon, a statement from

about the royal family due to their effective split from

both agencies said.

the palace.
Meghan made several revelations about the royal

Covid pandemic: Biden eyes 4 July as

couple's private lives, including that the two were

‘Independence Day’ from virus

married three days before their official wedding and
the second child they are expecting is a girl.

Europe clears J&J's single-shot COVID-19 vaccine as roll-out falters

President Joe Biden has said
he is hopeful that America
can "mark independence"
from Covid-19 on 4 July if
people get vaccinated.
In his first primetime address
as president, Mr Biden said
he would order states to
make all adults eligible for vaccinations by 1 May.
Current measures prioritise people by age or health
condition.
Half a million Americans have since died - more
than the death toll from World War One, World War
Two, and the Vietnam War combined.

(Reuters) - Europe approved Johnson & Johnson’s

Schools have been closed, businesses shuttered

single dose COVID-19 vaccine, paving the way for

and people kept apart.

the first shots to be delivered in a month as the bloc
seeks to speed up a stuttering inoculation campaign

Covid vaccinations: No reason to stop using

and boost its supplies. The COVID-19 shot is the fourth

AstraZeneca jab, says WHO

to be endorsed for use in the European Union after
vaccines from Pfizer-BioNTech, AstraZeneca-Oxford
University and Moderna, and is recommended for
those over 18 years of age, the European Medicines
agency (EMA) said. It’s the first single-dose COVID-19
vaccine.

China and Russia to build lunar space station

Countries should not stop using AstraZeneca's
Covid-19 vaccine over fears it causes blood clots
as there is no indication this is true, the World Health
Organization says.
Bulgaria, Denmark and Norway are among the
Russian space agency Roscosmos says it has signed
an agreement with China's National Space Administration to develop research facilities on the surface
of the moon, in orbit or both.
A statement from both countries' space agencies
says it will be available for use by other nations.
The International Scientific Lunar Station will carry out
a wide range of scientific research including explora-

countries that have paused its use.
But on Friday a WHO spokeswoman said there was
no link between the jab and an increased risk of
developing a clot.
Around 5 million Europeans have already received
the AstraZeneca jab.
There have been about 30 cases in Europe of
"thromboembolic events" - or developing blood
clots - after the vaccine was administered.
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WINNERS, LOSERS AND TAKEAWAYS FROM THE 2021 AUSTRALIAN OPEN
Another major tournament shaped by the pandem- champions like Simona Halep, Sofia Kenin, Iga
ic is now in the books, with Novak Djokovic and Na-

Swiatek and Ash Barty—on notice.

omi Osaka emerging as the Australian Open singles
champions. Here are our takeaways from the first

THE ONCE—AND FUTURE—QUEEN?

major of 2021.

Serena’s exit was a raw and emotional experience
for the 39-year-old and her fans. Fuelled by an emotional message, posted by Williams on Instagram,
that read to some as a farewell speech.
But Williams had her best tournament in a long time.
She looked fitter and quicker than she has in a long
time. The big serve was often devastating. Clay
could be a significant challenge, but if Williams she
can stay fit and the pandemic diminishes, she will
get another shot at Grand Slam singles title No. 24 at
the tournament where she is most dangerous, Wimbledon. Could she pass up the opportunity?

There were frequent whispers about a “changing of
the guard.” Young blood was running hot. Only one
of the game’s aging Big Four reached the semifinals—two were not even present. Daniil Medvedev
has made a habit of mowing down Top 10 opponents as if they were crabgrass, but Djokovic’s
straight-sets win over the Russian in the final indicated that the old order is not about to roll over.

ROGER FEDERER HAD A GOOD TOURNAMENT
Although Federer decided that his surgically repaired knee was unprepared for best-of-five set tennis in Melbourne, his presence was felt as players
paid homage. Losing finalist Medvedev, on a 10match win streak against Top 10 opponents, rued
the fact that Federer was absent, saying: “I would
love to have played him. I'm not saying anything. I
just would love to play against him. I mean, to play
against
Osaka is the best player in the WTA, and she’s show- Roger is aling a level of consistency and determination superi-

ways a priv-

or to that of other recent major champions. Her final ilege.”
with Jen Brady also emphatically affirmed a renais-

Hurry back,

sance of athletic, power tennis. Both women have

Roger, they

the stature, power and range to overwhelm less im-

all miss

posing top-of-the-heap peers—even Grand Slam

you!
sz, kg, ats
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Vessels Under EST Management

Vessel

Flag

Class

1

Alora

BMA

BV

2

Braverus

IOM

3

Citius

4

PAGE

Vessel

Flag

Class

18

Energy Patriot

IOM

DNV

BV

19

Energy Progress

IOM

DNV

IOM

BV

20

Energy Puma

IOM

DNV

Colossus

IOM

BV

21

Energy Triumph

IOM

DNV

5

Constantia

IOM

BV

22

Furious

IOM

BV

6

Delphi Ranger

BMA

BV

23

Gladiator

BMA

BV

7

Divinus

IOM

BV

24

Helvetia One

LIB

BV

8

Dynamic Striker

BMA

BV

25

Heroic Striker

BMA

BV

9

Energy Apollo

IOM

BV

26

Imperius

IOM

BV

10

Energy Athena

IOM

BV

27

Jaguar Max

BMA

BV

11

Energy Centaur

IOM

DNV

28

Magic Striker

BMA

BV

12

Energy Centurion

IOM

DNV

29

Olympius

IOM

BV

13

Energy Challenger

IOM

DNV

30

Panther Max

BMA

BV

14

Energy Champion

IOM

DNV

31

Puma Max

BMA

BV

15

Energy Chancellor

IOM

DNV

32

Taurus

IOM

BV

16

Energy Commander

IOM

DNV

33

Virtuous Striker

BMA

BV

17

Energy Panther

IOM

DNV

34

Warrior

BMA

BV

EST - New Building Orderbook

Calling all our seamen onboard:
We are looking for new ideas, themes & articles of your interest (e.g. hob-

#

Hull Nr

Name

Expected
Delivery Date

1

S-1916

Energy Ariadne

Apr. 2021

2

S-1917

Energy Artemis

Nov. 2021

bies, events onboard, favorite recipes, safety concerns, environmental
matters, etc.) to include in the company’s monthly Newsletter.
If you’d like to be featured in the next issue, please email ism@ensh.com.

Enterprises Shipping & Trading S.A.
11, Poseidonos Avenue, Elliniko, GR 167 77,
Athens.
Tel: 0030 210 8910111
Fax: 0030 210 8945716
E-mail: ism@ensh.com
www.ensh.ch
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